
A Personalized Experience for Everyone
Often the information people need to solve a problem, collaborate 
effectively or make a decision, resides somewhere within the enterprise 
or in an external system. The challenge is finding the simplest, most 
cost-effective way to connect people with that information. Potential 
barriers—inconsistent, redundant, irrelevant or hard-to-access content, 
disconnected processes and the perceived expenses of creating  
the infrastructure necessary to meet the information needs of 
customers, employees, suppliers and partners—result in lost time  
and misdirected investments.

BroadVision® Business Agility Suite (BAS) solves these challenges by 
giving organizations a way to interact with visitors through personalized 
views of information, resources, and business processes stored in diverse 
internal and external legacy information systems. The suite combines:

 The convenience and rapid time-to-market of a packaged  
 portal and e-business application
 The power and extensibility needed to meet the most  

 demanding business requirements 
 15 years of experience in deploying world-class enterprise portals   

 and strategic e-business solutions 

The Business Agility Suite both reduce costs and increase productivity 
through tools that support self-service and collaboration both inside 
and outside the enterprise. 

Agility for Unique Business Requirements
From a single portal framework, the Business Agility Suite supports 
multiple portal and e-business initiatives and provides industry-leading 
personalization, integrated content services, advanced collaboration, 
and agile self-service web applications. It integrates easily with 
existing enterprise business systems and runs on leading application 
servers, enabling your organization to take advantage of existing IT 
investments while delivering a unified, consistently branded portal 
experience for multiple constituents. You can consolidate multiple sites 
under one e-businessl framework to save on hardware, software and 
staff costs.

The Business Agility Suite™ solution leverages the BroadVision 
e-business framework—including the Kona™ platform, Portal Services 
and Kukini™ developer toolkit—to combine an out-of-the-box portal 
user experience with the flexibility of custom development. BAS 
delivers key portal and collaboration capabilities such as a navigation 
hierarchy, content categorization, portlet structure and workspaces 
(called microsites) for any e-business application. The e-business 
framework enables you to extend your portal deployment through 

custom development, without sacrificing the time-to-market and total 
cost of ownership benefits of a packaged portal application.

You can get your BroadVision-powered portal up and running quickly 
using our production-ready foundation application, or you can create 
an entirely unique set of processes and user experiences using Process 
Services and the Kukini developer toolkit. Developers use the Kukini 
workbench, BroadVision’s visual development environment, to bring 
their creative designs to life. Additionally, BAS provides a set of re-usable 
library services that can be incorporated rapidly into the new web pages 
and templates. Some customers have been able to implement new 
capabilities four times faster than they did before they used the Business 
Agility Suite solution set.

Extend the Capabilities of Your e-Business
You can use BroadVision’s Process Services™ library to add new self-
service capabilities to your portal. Process Services extends workflow 
capabilities onto the web and transform costly, people-intensive 
processes and collaborations into Web-based self-service applications. 
Using an Eclipse-based visual environment, your developers can 
quickly build services such as: service ticket management, dispute 
resolution, claims or warranty processing, or loan applications.

BroadVision’s Content Services™ publishing brings sophisticated 
content management capabilities to your portal. You gain greater 
control over who manages site content and how that content is 
managed.  From robust access control to workflow to versioning and 
audit trails, Content Services is the ideal way to manage the end-to-
end content lifecycle in your e-business portal.

Enhance End-User Productivity and Social 
Networking
BAS makes end-users more productive by giving them instant access 
to personalized information, tools and self-service processes. They 
also can communicate, collaborate and social network with your 
organization and with each other through microsites—easy-to-use, 
process-driven workspaces in the portal. 

Unify and Enhance  
Stratgeic e-Business
Interactions

“By delivering only relevant content, consolidating 
applications, and enabling customers to manage 
their entire relationship with us in one place, our 
BroadVision-based enterprise portal makes it easier and 
more efficient for customers to do business with us.”

Curtis Hutcheson, Vice President, Hewlett-Packard
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Empower Business Users to Manage the Site
The Business Agility Suite is designed to give business users maximum 
control over their sites. The Web-based BroadVision Management 
Center provides non-technical administrative users with access to 
critical functions such as navigation control, personalization rules, 
collaboration, content management and staging. For example, they 
can use the BroadVision Management Center to:

 Add and update site content
 Change the site navigation structure or page labels  
 Create personalization rules
 Tailor content to the needs and interests of individual users
 Manage microsites and social networking spaces
 Send content through required review and approval steps  

 to ensure accuracy and meet policy or regulatory requirements
 Promote completed content from a staging environment  

 onto the production site

Capitalize on Real-World e-Business Expertise 
The Business Agility Suite reflect the experience gained during 
BroadVision’s 15 years of world-class deployments. More than one 
million users and numerous global portals and e-businesses are proof 
of BroadVision’s world-class technologies and methodologies. Portal 
solutions incorporate unmatched knowledge about performance, 
reliability, availability and scalability as well as best practices for 
accelerating productivity for new developers and keeping site 
maintenance costs low. BroadVision’s Worldwide e-Business Solutions 
Organizaiton (WebSO) can work with your organization to devise 

the best combination of out-of-the-box functionality and custom 
development that uniquely meets your business goals and budget.

The combination of Kona and Kukini dramatically speeds up 
development cycles, resulting in significant productivity improvements 
to customers. To help our customers harness these benefits, 
BroadVision has developed the K2 Methodology. The methodology 
emphasizes a “time-boxed” approach, iterated throughout all phases 
of a project’s 4D (discovery, design, development, deployment) 
lifecycle. It further promotes the configuration and assembly of 
reusable Kona objects and Kukini patterns to reduce the amount of 
hard coding and delegate the maximum amount of work to junior 
developers. Field implementations of the K2 Methodology have 
demonstrated substantial time to market gains and convincing cost 
savings across a wide spectrum of e-business initiatives. 

In addition to the K2 Methodology described above, BroadVision offers 
a number of specialty services designed specifically for enterprise 
portals, including Information Architecture Development, Web 
Content Management, Post-GoLive and Performance Services, and 
Post-Production Support and Staff Augmentation. 

Deploy Cost-Effectively using Open Standards 
and Open Source
BroadVision technologies rely extensively on open source technologies 
and open standards. Based on a J2EE service-oriented architecture 
(SOA), Portal Services, Process Services and the Kona platform can be 
run on a pre-tested, pre-integrated Open Source stack for the highest 
level of performance and lowest total cost of ownership (TCO).  Web 
services support facilitates integration with existing enterprise systems. 
In addition, the stack provides all of the basic software elements that you 
need to incorporate standards-based Web 2.0 technologies such as AJAX 
frameworks into the platform – without additional development efforts.  

If you want to unify and enhance your e-business interactions  
with a personalized portal, contact BroadVision to learn more 
about our solutions.
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Business Agility Suite

 Reduce customer, partner and employee  
 interaction costs through self-service

 Enhance user productivity

 Reduce operational and IT costs

 Increase customer loyalty and user satisfaction

 Enhance personalization with social networking
 capabilities

Business Agility Suite Benefits

With the Business Agility Suite, you can create a unique, highly personalized 
experience for collaboration, social networking, knowledge management 
and commerce. For example, provide microsites—easy-to-use process driven 
workspaces in the portal that act as online meeting areas for teams to exchange 
ideas and share documents.

Driving innovation since 1993, BroadVision is a global provider of strategic e-business solutions. Our 
modular applications and agile toolsets, built on a robust framework for personalization and self-
service, power mission-critical web initiatives that deliver unparalleled value to diverse customers 
worldwide. Hundreds of organizations, serving over 50 million registered users worldwide – including 
Audible.com, Baker Hughes, Canon, Citibank, DPD Geopost, EFG Bank, Epson America, Hilti, Japan 
Airlines, Sony, Verifone, Vodafone, U.S. Air Force, and Xerox – rely on BroadVision as their platform of 
choice for e-business.


